Doctor Verification Service
Fast and reliable verification with MDA Connect from AMPCo

Key benefits
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Real time authentication
to access restricted
environments
REST API complies
with industry security
frameworks
Quick integration with
website, software or
database
Supported by the
Medical Directory of
Australia database

MDA Connect: accurate and easy for a seamless experience
MDA Connect is a web service interface that authenticates healthcare professionals in seconds and integrates
with your website, software or database streamlining user experience.
With the ability to verify over 106,300 doctors and more than 36,000 GPs, MDA Connect is supported by the
Medical Directory of Australia, the most up-to-date and comprehensive directory of medical professionals.

Tailored to meet industry
requirements

Why use MDA Connect

Built as a REST API and set up for secure exchange, MDA

accurately and electronically verify details becomes a major challenge.

Connect gives organisations of every size, access to a scalable

The MDA Connect infrastructure makes this solution the most reliable in the

verification service. Depending on specific compliance needs,

medical industry in Australia.

In a space, where Doctors’ data keeps changing regularly, the ability to quickly,

this solution supports verification universes that may vary from a
small group of specialists to GPs or all Doctors.

> Relies on the Medical Directory of Australia and data integrity officers
who confirm and update information consulting directly with medical

In line with industry best practice frameworks, MDA Connect
covers an array of query parameters mostly used in the healthcare
space. Due to having dedicated technical support, it is a solution
that can be implemented and synchronised quickly and efficiently
to your specifications.

professionals and practices daily.
> Delivers a fast turnaround with additional identifiers for further follow up.
> Provides support services to assist in implementing best practice online
verification.

Find out more on how MDA Connect can be implemented for your organisation’s
specific verification requirements by contacting our database experts at
ampcodirect@ampco.com.au or (02) 9562 6666.
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